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bacteriophage tail sheath
proteins: internalisation by cancer cells and
macrophages†
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Martynas Skapas, d Rolandas Meskys,c Vida Casaite,c Ausra Sasnauskiene§*b

and Urte Neniskyte §*ae

Bionanoparticles comprised of naturally occurring monomers are gaining interest in the development of

novel drug transportation systems. Here we report on the stabilisation, cellular uptake, and macrophage

clearance of nanotubes formed from the self-assembling gp053 tail sheath protein of the vB_EcoM_FV3

bacteriophage. To evaluate the potential of the bacteriophage protein-based nanotubes as therapeutic

nanocarriers, we investigated their internalisation into colorectal cancer cell lines and professional

macrophages that may hinder therapeutic applications by clearing nanotube carriers. We fused the

bacteriophage protein with a SNAP-tag self-labelling enzyme and demonstrated that its activity is

retained in assembled nanotubes, indicating that such carriers can be applied to deliver therapeutic

biomolecules. Under physiological conditions, the stabilisation of the nanotubes by PEGylation was

required to prevent aggregation and yield a stable solution with uniform nano-sized structures.

Colorectal carcinoma cells from primary and metastatic tumours internalized SNAP-tag-carrying

nanotubes with different efficiencies. The nanotubes entered HCT116 cells via dynamin-dependent and

SW480 cells – via dynamin- and clathrin-dependent pathways and were accumulated in lysosomes.

Meanwhile, peritoneal macrophages phagocytosed the nanotubes in a highly efficient manner through

actin-dependent mechanisms. Macrophage clearance of nanotubes was enhanced by inflammatory

activation but was dampened in macrophages isolated from aged animals. Altogether, our results

demonstrate that gp053 nanotubes retained the cargo's enzymatic activity post-assembly and had the

capacity to enter cancer cells. Furthermore, we emphasise the importance of evaluating the nanocarrier

clearance by immune cells under conditions mimicking a cancerous environment.
Introduction

Complex protein nanostructures, due to their unique physical
and biological properties, provide numerous possibilities for
novel targeted drug delivery systems1,2 and are exceptionally
popular because they are easy to manufacture, modify, and can
self-assemble aer expression.3–6 Naturally occurring proteins
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that self-assemble into higher-order complexes can offer
a valuable source of biocompatible building blocks for nano-
structure development. Bacteriophages and other viruses are
examples of biological structures that are comprised of mono-
meric proteins, which orderly assemble into homogeneous
nanometre-sized super-structures. Such naturally occurring
nanostructures have controllable size and orientation and can
be applied in nanobiotechnology as lamentous particles (from
M13 bacteriophage),7,8 polysheaths (from T4 bacteriophage),9 or
spheric capsids (from Qb bacteriophage).10 The geometry and
surface modications of protein-based nanostructures can
easily be altered genetically; therefore, protein-based self-
assembling nanoparticles arise as a sought-aer competitor,
compared to conventional inorganic nanostructures.

Importantly, nanostructures composed of proteins can
potentially be applied in drug targeting and delivery. Compared
to metal or polymer-based nanoparticles, nanocarriers
composed of proteins are attracting increasing interest,11

because of their biocompatibility, efficient biodegradability,
and controllable drug release.12 Conventional pharmacology
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 3705–3716 | 3705
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requires the use of high doses of bioactive molecules, which
inevitably cause side effects by interacting with cells that are not
the target of interest.13 To minimize unwanted side effects of
systemic therapy, the drug of interest should be shielded from
degradation and released from the carrier only in cancerous
tissue in a dosage-controlled manner.14

One of the rapidly growing areas of the application of
nanocarriers as drug transport systems is targeted chemo-
therapy for oncological pathologies.15 Cancerous tissue
possesses morphologically abnormal vasculature, which can be
passively penetrated by nanosized structures, whereas in
healthy vasculature, the nanoparticles cannot penetrate the
vessels. Prior to the accumulation in cancerous tissue, while
traveling from the point of admission (intravenous, intramus-
cular, intradermal injections, or orally) the nanoparticles can be
cleared by resident macrophages, competing with the uptake by
cancer cells.16 To minimise macrophage clearance, surface
modications can be applied to the nanocarrier like PEGyla-
tion17 or encapsulation in a cell membrane containing CD47.18,19

Aer successfully accumulating in pathological tissue, the
nanoparticles can be used not only as a drug carrier but also as
an imaging marker, as most possess specic photo-physical
capabilities.20 When in cancerous tissue, the drug of interest
needs to be internalised into the cells to enable the treatment,
yet some pharmaceuticals are cell impermeable. Therefore,
packing them into nanosized carriers that can permeate the
plasma membrane can increase the drug uptake, and decrease
the required dosage.21 Nanoparticle uptake mechanisms vary
depending on particle size,22 surface modications,23 and the
ability to self-opsonise by serum proteins or form a protein layer
around the nanoparticle.24

Here, we present the application of the chimeric self-
assembling nanotubes made of the tail sheath protein gp053
of the bacteriophage vB_EcoM_FV3.25 To determine if the fusion
of an enzymatic protein to the C-terminus of gp053, which is
oriented towards the inner cavity of the nanotube, sustains its
enzymatic activity, the self-labelling SNAP-tag protein was used
to obtain 053SNAP nanotubes. Labelling of the chimeric
nanotubes with uorescent SNAP-tag substrates proved that the
enzymes fused to gp053 retained the enzymatic activity and
were suitable to track the intracellular localisation of the
nanotubes. To demonstrate the potential of 053SNAP nano-
tubes to target cancer cells, we evaluated the internalisation
mechanism of 053SNAP by colorectal cancer cells from primary
and metastatic tumours. In addition, we assessed the clearance
of 053SNAP nanotubes by peritoneal macrophages and evalu-
ated how it is modulated by the age of the host and macrophage
inammatory state.

Results and discussion
Characterisation of self-assembled nanotubes from chimeric
bacteriophage tail sheath protein

To characterise the nanostructures formed by the gp053
protein, we fused a SNAP-tag to the C-terminus of gp053,26

allowing us to estimate their structure in solution and intra-
cellular localisation in in vitro studies via uorescence
3706 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 3705–3716
microscopy. Although the sequences of the bacteriophage tail
sheath proteins are diverse, their structural and modelling data
indicate that they share a conserved core and are assembled
according to the same structural architecture, with both termini
of the protein pointing towards the inside of the tube.27,28 This
structural homology, together with the AlphaFold 2 (ref. 29)
modelling and assembly visualization on Chimera 1.13.1,30

suggests that the C-terminus of the gp053 protein is located
inside the tube, directing the fused SNAP-tag to the inside of the
tube (Fig. S1†). The transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
and high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis
of the puried protein structures revealed that SNAP-tag
modication did not block the protein's ability to form poly-
meric tubular structures (Fig. 1A and S2†). In addition, the
SNAP-tag allowed the nanotubes to be observed under a uo-
rescence microscope aer labelling with a uorescent tag con-
sisting of SNAP-specic benzylguanine-derived substrate
conjugated with Alexa Fluor 488 uorescent dye (Fig. 1B). The
successful labelling of the SNAP-tag proved that aer the
folding into a tubular structure, the enzymatic activity of the
fused protein is retained, suggesting that aer the nano-
particles are puried, they can be used to carry intact and active
enzymes. Our recent study has shown that the fusion of an
amidohydrolase YqfB to a nanotube forming monomer
041D200 resulted in a 3-fold decrease in enzymatic activity.31

Therefore, at least a partial impairment in the activity of SNAP-
tag within the nanotubes can be anticipated, but there was
sufficient binding of the uorescent enzyme substrate to
observe the nanotubes within the cells.

The retention of enzymatic activity in nanostructures formed
by fused recombinant proteins was also demonstrated in our
previous study with a bacteriophage tail sheath protein derived
from the vB_KleM-RaK2 bacteriophage,31 conrming that
proteinaceous nanotubes are a suitable carrier for enzymes.

To test if the self-assembled nanotubes can be applied to
eukaryotic cells under physiological conditions, the stability of
the nanotubes was evaluated in a common cell culture medium
(Dulbecco's Modied Eagle Medium (DMEM) with 10% of fetal
bovine serum). The nanotubes were found to aggregate when
diluted in cell culture medium (Fig. 1B). To limit this aggrega-
tion, the nanotubes were stabilised by PEGylation. PEGylation
signicantly reduced the aggregation of nanotubes diluted in
cell culture medium, as demonstrated by confocal microscopy
image analysis, showing a 4-fold decrease in nanostructures'
area (Fig. 1B and C). As the size of nanotubes was expected to be
beyond the diffraction limit of light microscopy, we then used
super-resolution imaging to measure the size of the resulting
nanostructures. The 053SNAP particles were conjugated with
the SNAP-Cell 647-SiR uorescent probe and imaged with
a stimulated emission depletion (STED) system (Fig. 1D). The
particles' size estimated from the STED images was 131± 11 nm
in diameter, indicating that PEGylated nanotubes retained their
distinct size under physiological conditions.

The ultrastructure of the puried 053SNAP nanotubes and
the effect of PEGylation were further evaluated using TEM. We
have previously found that the unmodied gp053 protein forms
polysheaths of up to 1000 nm in length.25 Interestingly, we
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 1 Size evaluation of 053SNAP nanotubes. (A) Transmission electronmicroscopy images of 053SNAP self-assembled structures without (left)
and with (right) PEG functionalisation; scale bar 200 nm. (B) Confocal images of 053SSNAP particles without (left) and with (right) PEG func-
tionalisation; scale bar 10 mm. (C) The size of 053SNAP particles with and without PEG functionalisation, measured in confocal images. (D)
Stimulated emission depletion (STED) micrograph of PEG-stabilised 053SNAP particles conjugated with SNAP-Cell® 647-SiR; scale bar 1 mm.
Data are represented as means ± sem; ***p < 0.001.
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found that the fusion of the SNAP-tag resulted in the formation
of up to 10-fold shorter tubular structures, signicantly
reducing their size (Fig. 1A). TEM analysis showed that gp053
protein fused to SNAP-tag formed nanotubes ranging from 35 to
126 nm in length, averaging 68 ± 26 nm in length and 27 ±

1 nm in width, which is almost 2-fold smaller compared to the
size obtained by STED (Fig. 1D), suggesting that PEGylation
reduced nanotube aggregation, but did not abrogate it
completely. The decrease in length caused by the fusion of
a protein was also reported in our previous work, where the size
of the nanotubes formed by gp39 sheath protein from the
vB_EcoS_NBD2 bacteriophage with an EGFP molecule fused to
its C-terminus were 3-fold shorter than the nanotubes formed
by the wild-type protein.32 Importantly, in the TEM micro-
graphs, 053SNAP particles that were PEGylated did not differ
from non-modied ones, indicating that PEGylation did not
affect the self-assembly of the nanotubes (Fig. 1A). To evaluate
the size and structure in solution more thoroughly, single
molecule localisation microscopy (STORM, PALM) or AFM
could be applied in the future.
The internalisation of 053SNAP particles by colorectal cancer
cells

Following the examination of the structure and stability of
053SNAP chimeric protein nanotubes, we aimed to evaluate
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
their feasibility as nanocarriers for delivery into cancer cells.
The ability of nanotubes to enter cancer cells was studied using
colorectal cancer cell lines HCT116, SW480, and SW620. In this
study, the SW480 and SW620 paired cell lines were used for the
comparison of nanotubes' entry into cells derived from the
primary tumour (SW480) and lymph node metastasis (SW620),
both derived from the same patient. In addition, HCT116 cells
from a different patient were used, as they have different can-
cer-driver genes' mutation status than SW480 and SW620 cells.
Although all three cell lines possess mutated KRAS, only SW480
and SW620 cells have mutant TP53, while HCT116 cells have
mutant PIK3CA.33 The protein encoded by PIK3CA is directly
involved in endocytic processes34 and may therefore modify the
uptake of nanoparticles. Moreover, recent ndings suggest that
endocytic trafficking also can be inuenced by mutant p53.35

Therefore, to assess 053SNAP nanotube uptake, we have chosen
cell lines having distinct origins and genetic features that may
lead to differences in endocytic activity.

To evaluate nanotubes' ability to enter cancer cells, the
PEGylated nanotubes composed of 053SNAP proteins labelled
with Alexa 488 were added to the cell culture medium at
a concentration of 50 mg ml−1. We rst investigated the uptake
of nanotubes into HCT116 cells. The uorescence specic to
nanotubes was registered using confocal microscopy aer 1, 2,
4, 6, and 20 h of incubation with nanotubes. Nanotubes'
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 3705–3716 | 3707



Fig. 2 The internalisation of 053SNAP and its colocalization with lysosomes in human colorectal cancer cell lines: HCT116 (A–C), SW480 (D–F),
and SW620 (G–I). (A, D and G) Fluorescence microscopy images representing nuclei (blue, Hoechst33342), 053SNAP (green), and lysosomes
(red, LysoTracker). Scale bar 40 and 10 mm for enlarged images. (B, E and H) 053SNAP-specific integrated fluorescence intensity. (C, F and I)
Pearson's coefficient measuring 053SNAP colocalization with lysosomes. Data are represented as the minimum value, first quartile, median, third
quartile, and the maximum value, every dot presents one cell (B, E and H) or one image (C, F and I). **/***/****p < 0.01/0.001/0.0001; ns – non-
significant.
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internalisation was rst noticed aer 4 h incubation with
053SNAP. The internalized nanotubes accumulated with time,
and aer 20 h of incubation the median of internalised
053SNAP uorescence was almost 5-fold higher compared to
the 4 h timepoint (p < 0.0001) (Fig. 2B). Aer 20 h of incubation,
the nanotubes colocalised with acidic organelles (lysosomes)
stained with LysoTracker, indicating the uptake of nanotubes
into the endolysosomal system. The median of Pearson's coef-
cient aer 4 h incubation was 0.042 and aer 20 h of incu-
bation, it increased to 0.348 (p < 0.001) (Fig. 2C), implying that
the longer incubation with nanotubes favours their accumula-
tion into lysosomes.

We then compared the internalisation of nanotubes into
HCT116 and SW480 cells, both of which are derived from
primary tumours. The uorescence signal of nanotubes within
SW480 cells was higher aer 4 h of incubation with 053SNAP
but lower aer 20 h compared to HCT116 cells. The median of
uorescence was 0.59 at 4 h aer incubation and increased to
0.718 at 20 h (p < 0.001) (Fig. 2D and E). SW480 cells efficiently
targeted nanotubes to the lysosomal compartment, as the
median of Pearson's coefficient for 053SNAP colocalization with
3708 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 3705–3716
lysosomes was 0.307 aer 4 h and increased up to 0.421 aer
20 h of incubation (p < 0.01) (Fig. 2F). Despite differences in the
mutations in the cancer-driver genes TP53 and PIK3CA, which
can affect endocytic activity, HCT116 and SW480 cell lines
accumulated nanoparticles at similar levels.

Finally, we assessed the accumulation of 053SNAP in meta-
static SW620 cells. In contrast to HCT116 and SW480 cells,
nanotubes did not accumulate over time in SW620 cells. The
median of uorescence aer 4 and 20 h of incubation were
0.298 and 0.246, respectively (Fig. 2G and H). Furthermore, the
colocalization of nanotubes with lysosomes in the SW620 cell
line was lower than in other cell lines and did not change aer
a longer incubation period: the median of the Pearson's coef-
cient aer 4 and 20 h of incubation was 0.271 and 0.25,
respectively (Fig. 2I). Reduced nanotube uptake by SW260 cells
could be explained by the lower endocytic activity of metastatic
cells compared to primary tumour cells (SW480 or HCT116).
Despite the identical genotype, the SW620 cell line internalized
a lower amount of 053SNAP than the SW480 cell line. Differ-
ences between SW620 and SW480 cells were identied at the
epigenetic level,33 which may suggest the cause of difference in
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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053SNAP internalisation. Endocytosis is tightly linked to cell
migration which is crucial for metastatic processes36 and the
cells derived from metastases can bear changes in endocytic
processes. These results highlight the importance of evaluating
potential drug carriers in both primary and metastatic tumour
cells to assess their potential to be used in targeted therapy. The
incubation with 053SNAP did not change cell viability up to 48 h
of incubation (Fig. S4†). In addition, even high doses (up to 200
mgml−1) of 053SNAP did not induce any changes in cell shape or
nucleus morphology (Fig. S5†). This suggests that the nano-
tubes do not exhibit any short-term cytotoxic effect on cancer
cells, and thus should not cause any unwanted side-effects.
Fig. 3 The internalisation of 053SNAP after the silencing of clathrin heavy
and B) and SW480 (C and D) cells. (A and C) Fluorescence microscopy im
lysosomes (red, LysoTracker); scale bar 40 mM. (B and D) 053SNAP-sp
minimum value, first quartile, median, third quartile, and the maximum
**/****p < 0.01/0.0001; ns – non-significant.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Clathrin and dynamin-2 are required for nanotubes'
internalisation into colorectal cancer cells

To dene the molecular pathways involved in the internal-
isation of 053SNAP particles by colorectal cancer cells, we have
investigated the importance of clathrin and dynamin for the
endocytosis of nanotubes. HCT116 and SW480 cells were
chosen for this analysis since nanotubes efficiently accumu-
lated only in these two cell lines. To interfere with clathrin-
dependent endocytosis in HCT116 cells, we downregulated
clathrin heavy chain (CLHC) and dynamin-2 (DNM) proteins
using specic siRNAs, by 60% and 70%, respectively (Fig. S5A†).
chain (CLHC) and dynamin-2 (DNM) with specific siRNAs in HCT116 (A
ages representing nuclei (blue, Hoechst33342), 053SNAP (green) and
ecific integrated fluorescence intensity. Data are represented as the
value, every dot presents integrated fluorescence density in one cell.

Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 3705–3716 | 3709
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The downregulation of CLHC did not change the accumulation
of nanotubes in HCT116 cells (Fig. 3A and B). The median of
integrated uorescence density using non-targeting (NT) siRNA
was 0.230 and the median aer CLHC silencing was 0.185. In
contrast, the reduction of DNM almost completely prevented
the internalisation of nanotubes in HCT116 cells (Fig. 3A and
B). The median of integrated uorescence density aer DNM
silencing was reduced to 0.015 (p < 0.0001), indicating that
HCT116 cells internalize 053SNAP nanotubes in a clathrin-
independent, but dynamin-dependent manner.

The silencing of CLHC or DNM by specic siRNAs in SW480
cells reduced their protein levels by 90% and 80%, respectively
(Fig. S5B†). CLHC or DNM silencing downregulated 053SNAP
nanotube internalisation into SW480 cells (Fig. 3C and D). The
median of integrated uorescence density using NT siRNA was
0.439 and it was signicantly reduced to 0.373 aer CLHC
silencing (p < 0.001) and up to 0.227 aer DNM silencing (p <
0.0001) (Fig. 3C and D). These results indicated that uptake of
nanotubes by SW480 cells relied on clathrin–dynamin-
dependent endocytosis as well as another, likely passive,
mechanism.

Interestingly, while both HCT116 and SW480 cells internal-
ised 053SNAP in a dynamin-dependent manner, only SW480
cell uptake of 053SNAP was hindered by clathrin silencing. Even
though clathrin-mediated endocytosis is one of the main entry
mechanisms of various nanoparticles,37,38 there are several
clathrin-independent and dynamin-dependent endocytic path-
ways: caveolae-mediated endocytosis, Rho/Rac pathway, and
fast endophilin mediated endocytosis (FEME).39 Pinocytosis
could also be used for the 053SNAP entry into HCT116 cells, as it
can be dynamin-dependent and several studies report the
uptake of various nanoparticles by pinocytosis.40,41
Clearance of 053SNAP nanotubes by peritoneal macrophages

The therapeutic efficacy of targeted carriers depends not only on
the efficient uptake by target cells but also on competing
clearance by various immune cells in the body. One of the major
phagocytes contributing to the clearance of drug carriers for
intraperitoneal organs are peritoneal macrophages. Peritoneal
macrophages are immune cells, which reside in the peritoneal
cavity and clear apoptotic and necrotic cells, cancerous cells,
and foreign bodies.42,43 To estimate the interference of the
macrophage with the nanotube therapy in the peritoneal cavity,
we evaluated whether and how 053SNAP nanotubes are elimi-
nated by primary peritoneal macrophages isolated from mice.
Macrophages isolated from young animals (2–4 months old)
efficiently internalised 053SNAP (Fig. 4A). As the internalisation
of nanoparticles may cause cytotoxic side-effects,44 we evaluated
whether internalised 053SNAP lead to macrophage apoptosis
and/or necrosis. Cells that internalised 053SNAP did not show
any changes in cellular viability (Fig. S6†), indicating that the
clearance of nanocarriers would not decrease the number of
macrophages in the peritoneal cavity.

Oncological pathologies are closely related to aging,45 which
also modulates the immune response of tissue macrophages.
Therefore, we evaluated how aging affects the clearance of
3710 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 3705–3716
053SNAP nanotubes in peritoneal macrophages isolated from
aged mice (>18 months old). Interestingly, we noticed that the
uptake of 053SNAP was 2-fold lower in cells isolated from aged
animals (p < 0.0001) (Fig. 4B), which is in line with a study that
demonstrated a 2-fold decrease of phagocytic capacity of peri-
toneal macrophages isolated from agedmice compared to those
isolated from young animals.46 This suggests that the clearance
of nanotubes could be decreased in aged patients thus ensuring
high efficacy in the primary demographic for cancer treatment.

We then assessed if the uptake of 053SNAP nanotubes by the
peritoneal macrophages was active (actin-dependent) or passive
(actin-independent). To address this question we pre-treated
the cells with cytochalasin D (CytD), which impedes actin
polymerisation and hinders all actin-dependent uptake,
including endocytosis and phagocytosis.47 CytD pre-treatment
reduced internalised 053SNAP in cells from young animals (p
< 0.0001) (Fig. 4A and C), suggesting an active actin-dependent
internalisation mechanism. Interestingly, the blocking of actin
polymerisation did not have a statistically signicant decrease
in uptake by aged animal cells (p = 0.23) (Fig. 4C), indicating
that 053SNAP may also enter peritoneal macrophages passively
in an actin-independent manner. Previous studies have re-
ported that the inhibition of actin polymerization by CytD does
not hinder pulmonary macrophage uptake of ultrane (<0.1 and
0.2 mm) nanoparticles, but decreases the intracellular local-
isation of larger (1 mm) particles.48

Cancerous tissue presents inammatory milieu and the
inammation is known to modulate macrophage phagocytic
capacity, therefore we investigated how the uptake of 053SNAP
is affected by inammatory activation of macrophages. To elicit
inammatory response, we pre-treated macrophages with
bacterial cell wall lipopolysaccharide (LPS).49 The activation
with LPS increased 053SNAP uptake by macrophages isolated
from both young animals (p < 0.05) and aged animals (p < 0.001,
Fig. 4A and C). Importantly, in response to inammatory acti-
vation the phagocytosis was enhanced almost twice as high in
macrophages isolated from aged animals compared to those
from young mice. The increase in clearance by activated
macrophages is not favourable, as most macrophages within
and around cancerous tissue will be in the activated state. To
tackle this, it may be necessary to combine nanocarrier therapy
with anti-inammatory drugs to limit macrophages' clearance.
Even though the macrophages isolated from aged animals had
an increased uptake of 053SNAP45 aer activation with LPS, the
average recorded uorescence intensity in LPS activated
macrophages isolated from aged animals was 2-fold lower
compared to macrophages from young animals. These results
suggest that the therapeutic effects may not be hindered in aged
groups that are at the center of interest for cancer drug
development.

Some nanostructures themselves can cause local inamma-
tion,50,51 therefore we evaluated whether the internalisation of
053SNAP stimulates inammatory response in the peritoneal
macrophages. To see if the macrophages that internalized
053SNAP showedmorphological changes that can be associated
with inammatory response,52 we evaluated their size, circu-
larity, elongation, and branching (Fig. 4D, E and S7†). It has
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 Internalisation of 053SNAP nanotubes into primarymouse peritoneal macrophages. (A) Fluorescence images of primarymouse peritoneal
macrophages that were incubated with 053SNAP nanotubes with or without pre-treatment with either LPS or CytD (blue – Hoechst3342, red –
anti-Iba1, green – 053SNAP); scale bar 40 mm. (B) Quantification of 053SNAP nanotube internalization into primary peritoneal macrophages
isolated from young adult and aged mice. (C) Fold change of 053SNAP nanotubes internalised by primary peritoneal macrophages isolated from
young adult and aged mice and treated with either LPS or CytD. (D) Fluorescence images of Iba1-labelled primary macrophages and their
segmented masks representing the cell shape. Macrophages were isolated from young adult and aged mice and incubated with or without
053SNAP. Low internalization and high internalization cells were defined based on their internalized 053SNAP fluorescence; scale bar 40 mm. (E)
Cell size, circularity, elongation and branching of primary peritoneal macrophages isolated from young adult and agedmice, with andwithout the
incubation with 053SNAP. Data are represented as the minimum value, first quartile, median, third quartile, maximum value, every dot presents
average integrated fluorescence intensity in one image. Data are represented as means ± sem; */**/***/****p < 0.05/0.01/0.001/0.0001.
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been demonstrated that an increase in cell area and circularity
as well as a decrease in elongation and branching is associated
with inammatory response.53,54 To specically assess the effect
of internalised 053SNAP rather than macrophage response to
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
053SNAP in the medium due to surface receptor activation, the
cells were divided into two groups. Low internalisation cells
were dened as those that contained less than the median of
053SNAP uorescence intensity, while high internalisation cells
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 3705–3716 | 3711
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were those that exhibited higher than the median of 053SNAP
uorescence intensity. High internalisation macrophages from
young animals showed a statistically signicant decrease in
elongation (Fig. 4E), suggesting that the uptake of 053SNAP
might have activated the macrophages. Meanwhile, high inter-
nalisation macrophages isolated from aged animals did not
demonstrate any changes in elongation but had a signicant
increase in size and circularity (Fig. 4E), both of which also may
indicate inammatory activation. Notably, low internalisation
macrophages from aged animals also had a decreased elonga-
tion (together with a statistically insignicant increase in
circularity, p = 0.12) (Fig. 4E) which suggests inammatory
activation by low quantities of internalised 053SNAP or to the
exposure to 053SNAP in the medium. Alternatively, the increase
of the size of high internalization macrophages can be caused
by phagocytosis itself that results in the expansion of the cell
enveloping phagocytic targets.55 Importantly, none of the cells
showed changes in branching, which indicates that the cells did
not present the morphologies related to strong inammatory
activation. Therefore, further investigation, preferentially eval-
uation of cytokine expression, is required to establish whether
nanotubes derived from bacteriophage sheath proteins elicit an
immune response in macrophages that may hinder their
application in therapy.

While conventional metal nanoparticles are known to be
inert and do not cause any inammatory responses,56 the
interaction of the immune system with biomolecule-based
nanoparticles is still under investigation. For example, the
particles assembled from the T4 phage head protein do not
elevate cytokines and reactive oxygen species production in an
in vivo model or human blood cells,57 in contrast to our
053SNAP particles that might cause inammatory activation of
macrophages. Favourably, it has been reported that PEGylation,
which we used to stabilise 053SNAP, not only stabilises nano-
structures, but it also interferes with the opsonisation of the
nanoparticles and thus hinders the formation of the protein
rich layer, known as the “protein corona”.17 The protein corona
formed around nanocarriers is crucial for their longevity in the
bloodstream, as it modulates the internalisation of nano-
particles into cancer cells and their clearance by macro-
phages.24,58 Without the protein corona, macrophages cannot
recognise the particles as phagocytic targets, thus reducing
their clearance.59,60 Recent reports have shown that the protein
corona can still assemble on PEGylated particles, albeit less
efficiently compared to non-coated particles. Therefore, other
surface modication methods might be required to further
reduce 053SNAP clearance by macrophages, such as poly-
glycerol, which has demonstrated promising results.61

In summary, our ndings indicate that 053SNAP self-
assemble into sub-micron sized nanostructures that retain the
enzymatic activity of the fused SNAP-tag protein, which faces
the inner cavity of the nanotube. PEGylated nanotubes were
stable under physiological conditions and were actively intern-
alised in primary and metastatic cancer cells. The internal-
isation into cancer cells increased with time and did not cause
direct cytotoxicity. The evaluation of the internalisation mech-
anism revealed that HCT116 and SW480 cells internalised
3712 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 3705–3716
053SNAP in a dynamin-dependent manner, while SW480 cells
internalised the particles in a both dynamin- and clathrin-
dependent mechanism. We also found that peritoneal macro-
phages actively internalised 053SNAP, which may interfere with
the application of these nanocarriers to therapy. Notably, the
clearance of nanotubes by macrophages isolated from aged
animals was reduced, thus suggesting that the efficacy of
nanocarriers based on the gp053 phage may be age-dependent.
Conclusions

In this study we presented 053SNAP self-assembling chimeric
proteinaceous nanotubes and demonstrated that they can be
used as a basis for the development of novel enzyme-
nanocarriers for the delivery into cancer cells. The fusion of
the SNAP-tag self-labelling enzyme to the C-terminus of the
gp053 protein yielded sub-micron sized nanotubes with
retained enzymatic activity, indicating that these nano-
structures can carry intact enzymatic cargo. Primary and
metastatic colorectal cancer cells actively internalized 053SNAP
nanotubes, indicating their potential as a therapeutic delivery
agent. However, primary macrophages readily cleared of the
nanotubes and might therefore hinder their application in
therapy. Interestingly, the ability of macrophages to clear the
nanotubes decreased with age, indicating that protein-based
nanotubes may be a suitable platform for developing cancer
treatment for older patients – the dominant cancer demo-
graphic. Ultimately, our results demonstrated that nanotubes
that self-assemble from bacteriophage sheath proteins are
a suitable platform for future developments of novel
nanocarriers.
Experimental section
Gene construction

The full-length 053 gene (GeneID: 14011712) was amplied
from phage FV3 DNA by using primers 053NcoF�
TATACCATGGCATATTTAGATAAAG

�
and 053SalR�

GTAGTCGACCCTAGGTTCAGTCATTG
�
: The obtained DNA

fragment was digested with restriction endonucleases NcoI and
SalI and inserted into the NcoI–SalI sites of pET21d vector.
SNAP-tag with the linker sequence was cut from the
pET21b_SNAP_gb plasmid (a gi from Paul Heppenstall
(Dhandapani et al., 2018)) and inserted into SalI and XhoI
restriction endonuclease sites of the pET21d_053 plasmid. The
resulting plasmid pET21_053SNAP was amplied in E. coli
DH5a, veried by DNA sequencing, and used for protein
synthesis.
Expression and purication of 053SNAP

BL21(DE3) cells transformed with pET21_053SNAP were grown
in 50 ml of LB medium at 30 °C to an OD (600) 0.8. Protein
synthesis was induced by 0.1 mM IPTG. The cells were grown for
20 h at 20 °C, collected by centrifugation, and suspended in 5ml
of 10 mM potassium phosphate buffer solution pH 7.5. The
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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cells were disrupted by sonication and the soluble protein
fraction was puried as described previously.31

Modication of 053SNAP

The puried 053SNAP protein was labelled with SNAP-Surface
Alexa Fluor 488 (50 nmol) according to the manufacturer's
recommendations (New England BioLabs). MS(PEG)12 methyl–
PEG–NHS–ester reagent was used for PEGylation according to
the manufacturer's recommendations (Thermo Fisher Scien-
tic). Aer PEGylation, proteins were dialyzed in 10 mM
potassium phosphate, pH 7.5 buffer, and ltered through 0.22
mm lters. The protein size was analysed by SDS–PAGE (14%
separating and 4.0% stacking gels) according to Laemmli.62 The
concentration of protein was determined using the Pierce™
Coomassie Plus (Bradford) Assay Reagent by the standard
microplate protocol.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

TEM analysis was performed as described previously.31 The
particle size was estimated using ImageJ (FIJI) soware63

choosing the sample size n = 30.

HPLC analysis

Soluble cell-free extract (25 ml) was labelled with SNAP-Surface
Alexa Fluor 488, diluted 10×, and subjected to high-
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) with a UV-vis and
uorescence detection system (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan). A
TSKgel G4000SWXL column was used for analysis as described
previously,31 equilibrated in 10 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0.

Evaluation of nanotube aggregation

To evaluate the aggregation of 053SNAP nanotubes conjugated
with either SNAP-Surface® Alexa Fluor® 488 or SNAP-Cell® 647-
SiR (New England Biolabs) in cell culture medium, the nano-
tube solution was diluted in Dulbecco's modied Eagle's
medium with Nutrient Mixture F-12 (DMEM/F12-10, Gibco)
supplemented with 10% (v/v) heat inactivated fetal bovine
serum (FBS, Gibco) for a nal concentration of 50 mg ml−1 and
incubated for 4 h in 37 °C, 5% CO2. The solution was then
imaged at 1 mm above the glass surface using a Leica TCS SP8
system with a 63×/1.4 NA oil-immersion objective for confocal
imaging and a 100×/1.40 NA oil-immersion objective for stim-
ulated emission depletion (STED) imaging. For STED imaging
775 nm depletion laser was used. Particle size from the micro-
graphs was evaluated on ImageJ (FIJI) soware.63

Cell lines

Colorectal carcinoma cells HCT116 (MSI, TP53 procient, K-
Ras-mutated; CCL-247; ATCC), colorectal adenocarcinoma
cells SW480 (the primary tumour, MSS, TP53, and K-Ras
mutated; CLL3227; ATCC), and SW620 (lymph node metastasis,
MSS, TP53, and K-Ras mutated; CLL-228; ATCC) were used for
experiments. The HCT116 cell line was cultivated in Roswell
Park Memorial Institute 1640 medium (RPMI 1640, Gibco),
SW480, and SW620 cell lines – in Dulbecco's modied Eagle's
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
medium (DMEM, Gibco). Both cell culture media were supple-
mented with 10% FBS (Gibco), stable L-glutamine (Gibco), and
penicillin and streptomycin solution (Gibco). Cells were grown
in a humidied atmosphere containing 5% CO2 at 37 °C.
siRNA transfection

siRNA transfection was performed in 8-well plates for micros-
copy (C8-1-N; Cellvis) and in 12-well plates for western blot
analysis (Thermo Fisher Scientic). Cells were seeded in a cell
culture medium without antibiotics at the density of 2 × 104

cells per cm2. Cells were transfected with siRNAs at 24 h aer
cell seeding. siRNA transfection was performed following the
manufacturer's recommendations. Transfection reagent Lip-
ofectamine™ RNAiMAX (Thermo Fisher Scientic) and siRNAs
were diluted in an Opti-MEM™ medium (Thermo Fisher
Scientic). AllStars non-targeting siRNA mix for human tran-
scripts (1027281; Qiagen) was used as a negative control.
Specic siRNAs targeting the transcripts of clathrin heavy chain
(TAATCCAATTCGAAGACCAAT; SI00299880; Qiagen) and
dynamin-2 (CTCATACGTGGCCATCATCAA; SI04224591; Qia-
gen) were used for gene silencing. The nal concentration of
siRNAs was 6 nM. The cell culture medium was changed at 24 h
aer transfection. To evaluate protein downregulation, cells
were harvested for western blot analysis 48 h aer transfection.
To investigate nanotube uptake, 053SNAP (50 mg ml−1) was
added to the cell culture medium 24 h aer the transfection.
053SNAP uptake assay in cancer cells

HCT116, SW480, and SW620 cells were seeded to 8-well plates
(C8-1-N; Cellvis) at the density of 2× 104 cells per cm2. 053SNAP
nanotubes (50 mg ml−1) were added to the medium 48 h aer
cell seeding and incubated at 37 °C, 5% CO2 for 1, 2, 4, 6 and
20 h. LysoTracker™Deep Red (50 nM, Thermo Fisher Scientic)
was used for lysosome staining, and Hoechst33342 (10 mg ml−1,
Sigma) for nuclei staining. Cells were incubated with lysosome
dye for 40 min and with nuclei dye for 15 min at 37 °C in 5%
CO2. Before imaging, cells were washed with PBS and covered
with fresh cell culture medium. Cells were imaged on a Leica
TCS SP5 confocal system with a 63×/1.4 NA oil objective. The
wavelengths of excitation and emission for nuclei
(Hoechst33342): lex/lem = 405 nm/420–480 nm; 053SNAP
nanotubes labelled with Alexa Fluor 488: lex/lem = 488 nm/500–
550 nm; lysosomes labelled with LysoTracker™ Deep Red: lex/
lem = 633 nm/660–710 nm. Images were analysed using ImageJ
(FIJI) soware.63 JACoP plugin was used to evaluate
colocalisation.64
Crystal violet assay

A crystal violet assay was used to evaluate cell viability aer
incubation with 053SNAP. HCT116, SW480, and SW620 cells
were seeded to a 12-well plate at density 2 × 104 cells per cm2

and cultivated for 48 h. Aerwards, 053SNAP (50 mg ml−1) was
added to the cell culture medium, and cells were incubated for
24 h or 48 h. A crystal violet assay was performed as previously
described.65
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 3705–3716 | 3713
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Western blot analysis

Cells were collected and lysed for 15 min on ice in radio-
immunoprecipitation assay buffer (RIPA, Thermo Fisher Scientic)
with the Protease Inhibitor Cocktail for General Use (Sigma-
-Aldrich). Then, the cell lysates were centrifuged for 15 min at 14
000 × g at 4 °C. The supernatants were collected, and the protein
concentration was determined using the Pierce™ BCA Protein
Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientic). For each sample, 50 mg of total
protein was used for electrophoresis. Protein samples were
concentrated by 4% sodium dodecyl sulfate–polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (SDS–PAGE) using 80 V and separated by 10%
SDS–PAGE using 120 V. Proteins were transferred to a nitrocellu-
lose membrane using a semi-dry blotter. Blots were probed with
anti-clathrin heavy chain antibody (Ma1-065; Invitrogen), anti-
-dynamin-2 antibody (PA-1661; Invitrogen), or anti-b-actin anti-
body (MA5-15739; Thermo Fisher Scientic). The
membrane-bound primary antibody of dynamin-2 was detected by
horseradish peroxidase-conjugated (HRP) secondary anti-rabbit
antibody (31460; Thermo Fisher Scientic). Themembrane-bound
antibodies of clathrin heavy chain and b-actin were detected by
HRP secondary anti-mouse antibody (31430; Thermo Fisher
Scientic). The immunoreactive bands were developed using
Pierce® ECL Western Blotting Substrate (Thermo Fisher Scien-
tic). Densitometric analysis was performed using ImageJ (FIJI)
soware.63 Only the signals falling within the linear range were
used for densitometric analysis. The levels of clathrin heavy chain
and dynamin-2 were normalised to the level of b-actin that was
used as a loading control.
Primary cell isolation

C57BL/6J mice were obtained from the local Vilnius University
Life Sciences Center colony. Animal studies were conducted in
accordance with Directive 2010/63/EU requirements and were
approved by the Lithuanian State Food and Veterinary Service
(B6-(1.9)-2653). Young adult (2–4 months old) and aged (>18
months old) C57BL/6J mice were anesthetised subcutaneously
with ketamine (100 mg kg−1, Bioketan) and xylazine (10 mg
kg−1, Sedaxylan). Peritoneal macrophages were isolated as
previously described.66 Instead of a 20 G needle, we used a 1000
ml pipette tip to aspirate peritoneal uid. Isolated cells were
seeded at a 35 cells per mm2 density onto 8-well plates coated
with 0.001% poly-L-lysine (Sigma) and in DMEM/F12 medium
supplemented with heat inactivated 10% (v/v) FBS. Macro-
phages were allowed to adhere for 1 h at 37 °C, 5% CO2, and
nonadherent cells were removed by washing three times with
warm Dulbecco's phosphate-buffered saline without calcium
and magnesium (DPBS, Gibco). Remaining adherent macro-
phages were then maintained in DMEM/F12 medium supple-
mented with heat inactivated 10% (v/v) FBS. Cell culture
medium and all solutions (except DPBS) were supplemented
with 50 U per ml penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco).
053SNAP uptake assay in macrophages

For the evaluation of nanotube uptake in primary peritoneal
macrophages, aer 24 h in vitro, the medium was changed to
3714 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 3705–3716
either fresh medium or fresh medium with LPS (100 ng ml−1,
L6511, Sigma) and incubated for 18 h at 37 °C, 5% CO2. For
treatment with cytochalasin D (1 mM, C8273, Sigma), cells were
pre-treated for 1 h at 37 °C, 5% CO2 prior to adding the nano-
tubes. Aerwards, peritoneal macrophages were incubated with
053SNAP nanotubes (50 mg ml−1) for 2.5 h at 37 °C, 5% CO2.
Then cell nuclei were stained with Hoechst33342 (10 mg ml−1,
Sigma) alone or together with propidium iodide (1 mg ml−1,
Sigma) diluted in fresh medium for 15 min at 37 °C, 5% CO2.
Labelled cells were washed with cell culture medium and xed
with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS for 20 min at room
temperature (RT). For immunolabelling, cells were per-
meabilised with 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS for 15 min at RT and
blocked with 5% donkey serum (Gibco) in PBS for 1 h, at RT.
Iba1 was immunodetected by incubation with rabbit anti-Iba1
primary antibodies (1 : 1000, 01919741, FUJIFILM Wako) for
1 h at RT followed by donkey anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor™ 594
secondary antibody (1 : 500, A11012, Thermo Fisher Scientic)
incubation in PBS with 2.5% normal donkey serum for 1 h at
RT. Cells were then imaged on a Leica TCS SP8 confocal system
with a 20×/0.75 NA dry objective. The wavelengths of excitation
and emission for nuclei (Hoechst33342): lex/lem = 405 nm/415–
489 nm; 053SNAP nanotubes labelled with Alexa Fluor 488: lex/
lem = 499 nm/508–584 nm; anti-Iba1 labelled with Alexa Fluor
594: lex/lem = 598 nm/608–750 nm. Confocal microscopy
images of primary peritoneal macrophages were analysed using
CellProler soware.67 The Iba1 signal was used to dene
cellular contour, in which the integrated intensity of 053SNAP-
specic uorescence was quantied for every cell.

Peritoneal macrophage viability evaluation

The viability of peritoneal macrophages was dened in live cells
based on their labelling with Hoechst33342 (10 mg ml−1) and
propidium iodide (1 mg ml−1). Cells were labelled for 15 min at
37 °C, 5% CO2, washed with prewarmed DMEM/F12 without
phenol red (Gibco), and then imaged on EVOS® FL Cell Imaging
System using a 20× objective. Images of the nuclei, 053SNAP,
and propidium iodide were acquired using EVOS® DAPI (lex/
lem = 335–379 nm/417–477 nm), GFP (lex/lem = 467–494 nm/
500–548 nm) and RFP (lex/lem = 542–552 nm/573–633 nm) LED
cubes. Cell necrosis was identied as a propidium iodide
positive cell nucleus. Cell apoptosis was identied as a propi-
dium iodide negative, condensed cell nucleus without distin-
guishable nucleoli.

Statistical analysis

To evaluate the particle size of the control and PEGylated
053SNAP, 10 images were acquired for each sample, and
Welch's t-test was used to compare particle size. For cancer cell
experiments at least 3 independent experiments were per-
formed, and the unpaired two-samples Wilcoxon test was used
for statistical comparison. For peritoneal macrophage experi-
ments, at least three independent experiments were performed
for each group and a two-way ANOVA was used with Tukey's
multiple comparison post hoc test. Normality was tested using
the Shapiro–Wilk test. The difference between samples/groups
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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was considered statistically signicant at a p-value of <0.05.
Statistical analysis was performed on GraphPad Prism 9.0
(GraphPad Soware, Inc.)
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